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ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS
PART I : RESSOURCES

SECTION A/ GRAMMAR                                                              10MARKS
I- Change the following statements and questions into indirect speech. 5Marks
1) “we need to speak out about against genital mutilation” Said Nene
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2) “where is your friend” Banda asked
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3) “the old women iron breasts”, explained the girl
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4) “We will go to Ondoua’s father” said Jojo
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5) “Why did they do that to you?,” asked Oman
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

II- Choose and underline the correct words to complete the phrasal verbs in these
sentences
1) Oman is going to take (up/on ) Tennis during holidays.
2) The supporters cleaned (on/up) the mess after the election campaign.
3) They call the meeting but very few people showed (up/down).
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4) What sets successful people (apart/ away ) from others is their commitment to
excellence.
5) It looks like the train has set (in/under) for the whole day.

SECTION B/ VOCABULARY                                           10MARKS
I- Match words to their meaning.   5Marks
Words Meaning Answers
a-nomination I-take away and do not respect their rights
b-irreversible ii-where  people  wote  their  leaders  and

representatives 
c-democracy iii-the state of having eaual rights
d-violate iv-  a  proposal  that  is  made  for  someone  to

become
 a candidate.

e- equality V-Cannot be change back to what it was before

II- Underline the correct form of word to complete the sentence. 5Marks
1) He is a (young/youth) president.
2)Teachers don’t tolerate (lazy/ laziness)
3)  She  is  an  (excellence/excellent)  striker.  She  always  kicks  the  ball  with  great
(accuracy / accurate)
4) I think Mouni is very (attractiveness/attractive).

PART II: COMPETENCES     10MARKS
SECTION C/ READING COMPREHENSION                        10Marks
Read the following passage  and answer the above questions
 
  There  are  many  different  systems  of  government  in  the  world.  These  include
dictatorships,  monarchies,  emirates,  federations,  republics  and democracies.  Some
countries combine the different systems to suit their own specific needs.
  Monarchies, emirates and sultanates are ruled by kings, queens, emirs or sultans.
These leaders inherit their power to rule over a country. They are not elected by the
people of the country.
  In  a  dictatorship,  a  country  is  ruled  by  a  one  person  or  group  of  people  who
controlled everything. Dictators are also not elected. They take power through force.
  In a republic or a federation, the citizens elect representatives to make and enforce
laws. Republics and federations are therefore democratic form of government. Most
governments around the world today are based on democratic principles.
  A democracy is a system of government in which all the people of a country can vote
to elect their representatives.  It is also defined as the government of the people, for
the people, by the people. Democracy helps to ensure the fair and equal treatment of
all citizens of a country and ensure their right to take part in making decisions. Free
and fair elections are held on a regular basis to choose and replace governments. In
democracy, the laws are applied equally to all citizens. No one, including the leaders
should be above the law. The human rights of citizens are protected by the laws of the
country.
  In democracy, it is not only the government that operates on democratic principles.
Schools and other organisations are also democratic. People are elected to serve on
school governing bodies and councils on committees of organisation.
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Questions
1- Give a title to this passage…………………………………………………………….
2- Choose the correct answer and fill in the spaces provided
a) In a dictatorship………………………………….
A The leader of the country is elected
B the leader of the country takes the power and rules alone and through force if
necessary
C elections are held every four years

b) Emirs, kings, queens and sultans …………………………………..
A are elected by the people
B  inherit their leadership roles
C Rule over republics

c)  In democratic government systems the …………………………….. of a country elect
representatives who make the laws and enforce them
A Citizens
B Rulers
C Officials

d) In democracies …………………………….
A Laws are applied equally to all citizens
B Leaders do not have to obey the laws
C Leaders can change laws that they don’t like

SECTION D/ COMPOSITION
1) Gender equality. Discuss.  Define it and Hightlight 3 reasons to justify your
point of view.
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